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this unique textbook takes the student from the initial steps in modeling a dynamic system through development of the mathematical models needed for feedback control the

generously illustrated student friendly text focuses on fundamental theoretical development rather than the application of commercial software practical details of machine

design are included to motivate the non mathematically inclined student euro par conference series euro par is an annual series of international conferences dedicated to the

p motion and advancement of all aspectsof parallelcomputing the major themes can be divided into the broad categories of hardware software algorithms and applications for

parallel computing the objective of euro par is to provide a forum within which to promote the development of parallel computing both as an industrial technique and an

academic discipline extending the frontier of both the state of the art and the state of the practice this is particularly portant at a time when parallel computing is undergoing

strong and sustained development and experiencing real industrial take up the main audience for and participants at euro par are seen as researchers in academic

departments government laboratories and industrial organizations euro par s objective is to be the primary choice of such professionals for the presentation of new sults in

their speci c areas euro par also targets applications demonstrating the e ectiveness of parallelism this year s euro par conference was the tenth in the conference series the

previous euro par conferences took place in sto holm lyon passau southampton toulouse munich manchester paderborn and klagenfurt next year the conference will take

place in lisbon euro par has a permanent site hosting the aims the organization structure details as well as all the conference history europar org this compendium gives an

overview of the essential aspects of neuropsychological assessment practice it is also a source of critical reviews of major neuropsychological assessment tools for the use of

the practicing clinician lemon aid guides steer the confused and anxious buyer through the economic meltdown unlike any other car and truck books on the market u s

automakers are suddenly awash in profits and south koreans and europeans have gained market shares while honda nissan and toyota have curtailed production following

the 2011 tsunami in japan shortages of japanese new cars and supplier disruptions will likely push used car prices through the roof well into 2012 so what should a savvy

buyer do the all new lemon aid used cars and trucks 2012 2013 has the answers including more vehicles rated with some redesigned models that don t perform as well as

previous iterations downrated more roof crash worthiness ratings along with an expanded cross border shopping guide a revised summary of safety and performance related

defects that are likely to affect rated models more helpful websites listed in the appendix as well as an updated list of the best and worst beaters on the market more secret

warranties taken from automaker internal service bulletins and memos than ever this document published in two volumes contains the summaries of the residue data

considered and the recommendations made at the 2004 joint meeting of the fao panel of experts on pesticide residues in food and the who core assessment group research

on quotation has yielded a rich and diverse knowledge base scientific interest has been sparked particularly by the recent emergence of new quotative forms in typologically

related and unrelated languages i e english be like hebrew kazé japanese mitai na the present collection gives a platform to research conducted within different linguistic sub

disciplines and on the basis of a variety of western and non western languages the introduction presents an overview of forms and functions of old and new quotative

constructions the nine chapters investigate quotation from different perspectives from conversation analysis over grammaticalization and language variation and change to
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typological and formal approaches the collection advocates a comprehensive approach to the phenomenon quotation seeking a more nuanced knowledge base as regards the

linguistic properties social uses and pragmatic functions than monolingual or single disciplinary approaches deliver the cross disciplinary nature and the wealth of data make

the findings broadly available and relevant an earlier edition of this enduring classic which was originally published in 1952 is cited in books for college libraries 3d ed of

course it has evolved substantially to remain useful and this seventh edition incorporates new material on the following topics ethics related decisions gaap pronouncements

cost accounting methodologies throughput costing composition and role of the audit committee taxation strategy business cycle forecasting payroll and tax issues

management reporting formats reporting to the securities and exchange commission acquisition due diligence checklists and accounting manual preparation and maintenance

purchasers of this volume should be alert for future supplements and updates from the publisher because the field just won t stay still annotation 2004 book news inc portland

or booknews com written by experienced clinicians and researchers this book provides a comprehensive overview of substance use disorders it integrates evidenced based

practices with clinical wisdom of practitioners from several disciplines most importantly this book provides practical strategies to help patients with substance use disorders in

a range of treatment settings this book presents select proceedings of the 17th symposium on earthquake engineering organized by the department of earthquake engineering

indian institute of technology roorkee the topics covered in the proceedings include engineering seismology and seismotectonics earthquake hazard assessment seismic

microzonation and urban planning dynamic properties of soils and ground response ground improvement techniques for seismic hazards computational soil dynamics dynamic

soil structure interaction codal provisions on earthquake resistant design seismic evaluation and retrofitting of structures earthquake disaster mitigation and management and

many more this book also discusses relevant issues related to earthquakes such as human response and socioeconomic matters post earthquake rehabilitation earthquake

engineering education public awareness participation and enforcement of building safety laws and earthquake prediction and early warning system this book is a valuable

reference for researchers and professionals working in the area of earthquake engineering this book traces the evolution of theory of structures and strength of materials the

development of the geometrical thinking of the renaissance to become the fundamental engineering science discipline rooted in classical mechanics starting with the strength

experiments of leonardo da vinci and galileo the author examines the emergence of individual structural analysis methods and their formation into theory of structures in the

19th century for the first time a book of this kind outlines the development from classical theory of structures to the structural mechanics and computational mechanics of the

20th century in doing so the author has managed to bring alive the differences between the players with respect to their engineering and scientific profiles and personalities

and to create an understanding for the social context brief insights into common methods of analysis backed up by historical details help the reader gain an understanding of

the history of structural mechanics from the standpoint of modern engineering practice a total of 175 brief biographies of important personalities in civil and structural

engineering as well as structural mechanics plus an extensive bibliography round off this work summary a generalized multiscale analysis approach brings together

comprehensive background information on the multiscale nature of the composite constituent material behaviour damage models and key techniques for multiscale modelling

as well as presenting the findings and methods developed over a lifetime s research of three leading experts in the field the unified approach presented in the book for

conducting multiscale analysis and design of conventional and smart composite materials is also applicable for structures with complete linear and nonlinear material behavior

with numerous applications provided to illustrate use modeling composite behaviour is a key challenge in research and industry when done efficiently and reliably it can save
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money decrease time to market with new innovations and prevent component failure porous media are broadly found in nature and their study is of high relevance in our

present lives in geosciences porous media research is fundamental in applications to aquifers mineral mines contaminant transport soil remediation waste storage oil recovery

and geothermal energy deposits despite their importance there is as yet no complete understanding of the physical processes involved in fluid flow and transport this fact can

be attributed to the complexity of the phenomena which include multicomponent fluids multiphasic flow and rock fluid interactions since its formulation in 1856 darcy s law has

been generalized to describe multi phase compressible fluid flow through anisotropic and heterogeneous porous and fractured rocks due to the scarcity of information a high

degree of uncertainty on the porous medium properties is commonly present contributions to the knowledge of modeling flow and transport as well as to the characterization

of porous media at field scale are of great relevance this book addresses several of these issues treated with a variety of methodologies grouped into four parts i fundamental

concepts ii flow and transport iii statistical and stochastic characterization iv waves the problems analyzed in this book cover diverse length scales that range from small rock

samples to field size porous formations they belong to the most active areas of research in porous media with applications in geosciences developed by diverse authors this

book was written for a broad audience with a prior and basic knowledge of porous media the book is addressed to a wide readership and it will be useful not only as an

authoritative textbook for undergraduate and graduate students but also as a reference source for professionals including geoscientists hydrogeologists geophysicists

engineers applied mathematicians and others working on porous media this work presents a new method for the calculation of elasto plastic building ground deformations and

elasto plastic building ground failure with included wave propagation in the ground the presented procedure is a hybrid method based on several common calculation methods

included is the nonlinear calculation with the finite element method fem a nonlinear hht a method and the scaled boundary finite element method sbfem focuses of this work

are the implementation of an elasto plastic soil model with isotropic hardening the derivation and implementation of a nonlinear hht a method with full newton raphson iteration

and the implementation of these methods and the sbfem in a nonlinear overall calculation scheme here the overall calculation scheme represents a new calculation method in

the time domain because the combination of the named methods does not yet exist the applicability of the developed method is given with the help of several examples of

different complexity in one volume the leading researchers in intelligence and neuropsychological assessment interpret the range of issues related to intellectual and

neuropsychological tests including test development and psychometrics clinical applications ethical and legal concerns use with diverse populations computerization and the

latest research clinicians and researchers who use these instruments will find this volume invaluable as it contains the most comprehensive and up to date information

available on this important aspect of practice this evidence based book serves as a clinical manual as well as a reference guide for the diagnosis and management of

common nutritional issues in relation to gastrointestinal disease chapters cover nutrition assessment macro and micronutrient absorption malabsorption food allergies

prebiotics and dietary fiber probiotics and intestinal microflora nutrition and gi cancer nutritional management of reflux nutrition in ibs and ibd nutrition in acute and chronic

pancreatitis enteral nutrition parenteral nutrition medical and endoscopic therapy of obesity surgical therapy of obesity pharmacologic nutrition and nutritional counseling

biomedical image processing is an interdisciplinary field involving a variety of disciplines e g electronics computer science physics mathematics physiology and medicine

several imaging techniques have been developed providing many approaches to the study of the human body biomedical image processing is finding an increasing number of

important applications in for example the study of the internal structure or function of an organ and the diagnosis or treatment of a disease if associated with classification
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methods it can support the development of computer aided diagnosis cad systems which could help medical doctors in refining their clinical picture the trace determination of

pesticides continues to be a topic for analytical chemists working in research centres government and universities with four chapters devoted to chromatography mass

spectrometry methods readers are able to understand the analytical basis technical characteristics and possibilities to evaluate pesticides in food by gas chromatography gc

and liquid chromatography lc mass spectrometry the book also provides a well defined and critical compilation of the sample treatment and clean up procedures as well as

injection techniques applied in gc and lc food analysis finally the book deals with aspects related to analytical quality control requirements for pesticide residues in addition to

pesticide regulation aspects contains specific chapters devoted to chromatography mass spectrometry methods provides a well defined and critical compilation of the sample

treatment and clean up procedures contains aspects related to analytical quality control requirements for pesticide residues in the past few years there has been an explosion

of eye movement research in cognitive science and neuroscience this has been due to the availability of off the shelf eye trackers along with software to allow the easy

acquisition and analysis of eye movement data accompanying this has been a realisation that eye movement data can be informative about many different aspects of

perceptual and cognitive processing eye movements have been used to examine the visual and cognitive processes underpinning a much broader range of human activities

including language production dialogue human computer interaction driving behaviour sporting performance and emotional states finally in the past thirty years there have

been real advances in our understanding of the neural processes that underpin eye movement behaviour the oxford handbook of eye movements provides the first

comprehensive review of the entire field of eye movement research in over fifty chapters it reviews the developments that have so far taken place the areas actively being

researched and looks at how the field is likely to devlop in the coming years the first section considers historical and background material before moving onto section 2 on the

neural basis of eye movements the third and fourth sections looks at visual cognition and eye movements and eye movement pathology and development the final sections

consider eye movements and reading and language processing and eye movements bringing together cutting edge research from and international team of leading

psychologists neuroscientists and vision researchers this book is the definitive reference work in this field this landmark work by an innovative modern kabbalist develops a

scientific model for kabbalistic cosmology and soul psychology derived from the kabbalistic diagram of the tree of life and the author s own sabbath star diagram this universal

model encodes the laws of all cosmic manifestation giving a mathematical basis to many aspects of this mystical tradition and providing a new synthesis of science and

spirituality that may well write a new chapter to the kabbalah work is all around us and permeates everything we do and everyday activities not all work is justified not all work

is properly designed or evaluated accurately or integrated a systems model will make work more achievable through better management work is defined as a process of

performing a defined task or activity such as research development operations maintenance repair assembly production and so on very little is written on how to design

evaluate justify and integrate work using a comprehensive systems approach this book facilitates a better understanding of work for the purpose of making it more effective

and rewarding
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this unique textbook takes the student from the initial steps in modeling a dynamic system through development of the mathematical models needed for feedback control the

generously illustrated student friendly text focuses on fundamental theoretical development rather than the application of commercial software practical details of machine

design are included to motivate the non mathematically inclined student

System Dynamics 2014-08-26

euro par conference series euro par is an annual series of international conferences dedicated to the p motion and advancement of all aspectsof parallelcomputing the major

themes can be divided into the broad categories of hardware software algorithms and applications for parallel computing the objective of euro par is to provide a forum within

which to promote the development of parallel computing both as an industrial technique and an academic discipline extending the frontier of both the state of the art and the

state of the practice this is particularly portant at a time when parallel computing is undergoing strong and sustained development and experiencing real industrial take up the

main audience for and participants at euro par are seen as researchers in academic departments government laboratories and industrial organizations euro par s objective is

to be the primary choice of such professionals for the presentation of new sults in their speci c areas euro par also targets applications demonstrating the e ectiveness of

parallelism this year s euro par conference was the tenth in the conference series the previous euro par conferences took place in sto holm lyon passau southampton

toulouse munich manchester paderborn and klagenfurt next year the conference will take place in lisbon euro par has a permanent site hosting the aims the organization

structure details as well as all the conference history europar org

Euro-Par 2004 Parallel Processing 2004-12-27

this compendium gives an overview of the essential aspects of neuropsychological assessment practice it is also a source of critical reviews of major neuropsychological

assessment tools for the use of the practicing clinician

Medicare and Medicaid Guide 1969

lemon aid guides steer the confused and anxious buyer through the economic meltdown unlike any other car and truck books on the market u s automakers are suddenly

awash in profits and south koreans and europeans have gained market shares while honda nissan and toyota have curtailed production following the 2011 tsunami in japan

shortages of japanese new cars and supplier disruptions will likely push used car prices through the roof well into 2012 so what should a savvy buyer do the all new lemon
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aid used cars and trucks 2012 2013 has the answers including more vehicles rated with some redesigned models that don t perform as well as previous iterations downrated

more roof crash worthiness ratings along with an expanded cross border shopping guide a revised summary of safety and performance related defects that are likely to affect

rated models more helpful websites listed in the appendix as well as an updated list of the best and worst beaters on the market more secret warranties taken from

automaker internal service bulletins and memos than ever

Index of Technical and Management Information Specifications for Use on NASA Programs 1970

this document published in two volumes contains the summaries of the residue data considered and the recommendations made at the 2004 joint meeting of the fao panel of

experts on pesticide residues in food and the who core assessment group

Data Requirement Descriptions Index: Index of Technical and Management Information Specifications for Use on

NASA Programs 2006

research on quotation has yielded a rich and diverse knowledge base scientific interest has been sparked particularly by the recent emergence of new quotative forms in

typologically related and unrelated languages i e english be like hebrew kazé japanese mitai na the present collection gives a platform to research conducted within different

linguistic sub disciplines and on the basis of a variety of western and non western languages the introduction presents an overview of forms and functions of old and new

quotative constructions the nine chapters investigate quotation from different perspectives from conversation analysis over grammaticalization and language variation and

change to typological and formal approaches the collection advocates a comprehensive approach to the phenomenon quotation seeking a more nuanced knowledge base as

regards the linguistic properties social uses and pragmatic functions than monolingual or single disciplinary approaches deliver the cross disciplinary nature and the wealth of

data make the findings broadly available and relevant

A Compendium of Neuropsychological Tests 2012-03-30

an earlier edition of this enduring classic which was originally published in 1952 is cited in books for college libraries 3d ed of course it has evolved substantially to remain

useful and this seventh edition incorporates new material on the following topics ethics related decisions gaap pronouncements cost accounting methodologies throughput

costing composition and role of the audit committee taxation strategy business cycle forecasting payroll and tax issues management reporting formats reporting to the

securities and exchange commission acquisition due diligence checklists and accounting manual preparation and maintenance purchasers of this volume should be alert for
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future supplements and updates from the publisher because the field just won t stay still annotation 2004 book news inc portland or booknews com

Superelements User's Guide 2012-05-19

written by experienced clinicians and researchers this book provides a comprehensive overview of substance use disorders it integrates evidenced based practices with

clinical wisdom of practitioners from several disciplines most importantly this book provides practical strategies to help patients with substance use disorders in a range of

treatment settings

Lemon-Aid Used Cars and Trucks 2012–2013 1969

this book presents select proceedings of the 17th symposium on earthquake engineering organized by the department of earthquake engineering indian institute of technology

roorkee the topics covered in the proceedings include engineering seismology and seismotectonics earthquake hazard assessment seismic microzonation and urban planning

dynamic properties of soils and ground response ground improvement techniques for seismic hazards computational soil dynamics dynamic soil structure interaction codal

provisions on earthquake resistant design seismic evaluation and retrofitting of structures earthquake disaster mitigation and management and many more this book also

discusses relevant issues related to earthquakes such as human response and socioeconomic matters post earthquake rehabilitation earthquake engineering education public

awareness participation and enforcement of building safety laws and earthquake prediction and early warning system this book is a valuable reference for researchers and

professionals working in the area of earthquake engineering

Publications, Reports, and Papers for 1968 from Oak Ridge National Laboratory 2010

this book traces the evolution of theory of structures and strength of materials the development of the geometrical thinking of the renaissance to become the fundamental

engineering science discipline rooted in classical mechanics starting with the strength experiments of leonardo da vinci and galileo the author examines the emergence of

individual structural analysis methods and their formation into theory of structures in the 19th century for the first time a book of this kind outlines the development from

classical theory of structures to the structural mechanics and computational mechanics of the 20th century in doing so the author has managed to bring alive the differences

between the players with respect to their engineering and scientific profiles and personalities and to create an understanding for the social context brief insights into common

methods of analysis backed up by historical details help the reader gain an understanding of the history of structural mechanics from the standpoint of modern engineering

practice a total of 175 brief biographies of important personalities in civil and structural engineering as well as structural mechanics plus an extensive bibliography round off

this work
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Case Studies of Rehabilitation, Repair, Retrofitting, and Strengthening of Structures 2005

summary a generalized multiscale analysis approach brings together comprehensive background information on the multiscale nature of the composite constituent material

behaviour damage models and key techniques for multiscale modelling as well as presenting the findings and methods developed over a lifetime s research of three leading

experts in the field the unified approach presented in the book for conducting multiscale analysis and design of conventional and smart composite materials is also applicable

for structures with complete linear and nonlinear material behavior with numerous applications provided to illustrate use modeling composite behaviour is a key challenge in

research and industry when done efficiently and reliably it can save money decrease time to market with new innovations and prevent component failure

Pesticide Residues in Food - 2004 2007

porous media are broadly found in nature and their study is of high relevance in our present lives in geosciences porous media research is fundamental in applications to

aquifers mineral mines contaminant transport soil remediation waste storage oil recovery and geothermal energy deposits despite their importance there is as yet no complete

understanding of the physical processes involved in fluid flow and transport this fact can be attributed to the complexity of the phenomena which include multicomponent fluids

multiphasic flow and rock fluid interactions since its formulation in 1856 darcy s law has been generalized to describe multi phase compressible fluid flow through anisotropic

and heterogeneous porous and fractured rocks due to the scarcity of information a high degree of uncertainty on the porous medium properties is commonly present

contributions to the knowledge of modeling flow and transport as well as to the characterization of porous media at field scale are of great relevance this book addresses

several of these issues treated with a variety of methodologies grouped into four parts i fundamental concepts ii flow and transport iii statistical and stochastic characterization

iv waves the problems analyzed in this book cover diverse length scales that range from small rock samples to field size porous formations they belong to the most active

areas of research in porous media with applications in geosciences developed by diverse authors this book was written for a broad audience with a prior and basic knowledge

of porous media the book is addressed to a wide readership and it will be useful not only as an authoritative textbook for undergraduate and graduate students but also as a

reference source for professionals including geoscientists hydrogeologists geophysicists engineers applied mathematicians and others working on porous media

Serials in the British Library 1981

this work presents a new method for the calculation of elasto plastic building ground deformations and elasto plastic building ground failure with included wave propagation in

the ground the presented procedure is a hybrid method based on several common calculation methods included is the nonlinear calculation with the finite element method

fem a nonlinear hht a method and the scaled boundary finite element method sbfem focuses of this work are the implementation of an elasto plastic soil model with isotropic
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hardening the derivation and implementation of a nonlinear hht a method with full newton raphson iteration and the implementation of these methods and the sbfem in a

nonlinear overall calculation scheme here the overall calculation scheme represents a new calculation method in the time domain because the combination of the named

methods does not yet exist the applicability of the developed method is given with the help of several examples of different complexity

Headquarters and Headquarters Company, Combat Aviation Group and Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment,

Combat Aviation Battalion (nondivisional). 1994

in one volume the leading researchers in intelligence and neuropsychological assessment interpret the range of issues related to intellectual and neuropsychological tests

including test development and psychometrics clinical applications ethical and legal concerns use with diverse populations computerization and the latest research clinicians

and researchers who use these instruments will find this volume invaluable as it contains the most comprehensive and up to date information available on this important

aspect of practice

Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports 2012-05-01

this evidence based book serves as a clinical manual as well as a reference guide for the diagnosis and management of common nutritional issues in relation to

gastrointestinal disease chapters cover nutrition assessment macro and micronutrient absorption malabsorption food allergies prebiotics and dietary fiber probiotics and

intestinal microflora nutrition and gi cancer nutritional management of reflux nutrition in ibs and ibd nutrition in acute and chronic pancreatitis enteral nutrition parenteral

nutrition medical and endoscopic therapy of obesity surgical therapy of obesity pharmacologic nutrition and nutritional counseling

Quotatives 1998

biomedical image processing is an interdisciplinary field involving a variety of disciplines e g electronics computer science physics mathematics physiology and medicine

several imaging techniques have been developed providing many approaches to the study of the human body biomedical image processing is finding an increasing number of

important applications in for example the study of the internal structure or function of an organ and the diagnosis or treatment of a disease if associated with classification

methods it can support the development of computer aided diagnosis cad systems which could help medical doctors in refining their clinical picture
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the trace determination of pesticides continues to be a topic for analytical chemists working in research centres government and universities with four chapters devoted to

chromatography mass spectrometry methods readers are able to understand the analytical basis technical characteristics and possibilities to evaluate pesticides in food by

gas chromatography gc and liquid chromatography lc mass spectrometry the book also provides a well defined and critical compilation of the sample treatment and clean up

procedures as well as injection techniques applied in gc and lc food analysis finally the book deals with aspects related to analytical quality control requirements for pesticide

residues in addition to pesticide regulation aspects contains specific chapters devoted to chromatography mass spectrometry methods provides a well defined and critical

compilation of the sample treatment and clean up procedures contains aspects related to analytical quality control requirements for pesticide residues

Controllership 2013-12

in the past few years there has been an explosion of eye movement research in cognitive science and neuroscience this has been due to the availability of off the shelf eye

trackers along with software to allow the easy acquisition and analysis of eye movement data accompanying this has been a realisation that eye movement data can be

informative about many different aspects of perceptual and cognitive processing eye movements have been used to examine the visual and cognitive processes underpinning

a much broader range of human activities including language production dialogue human computer interaction driving behaviour sporting performance and emotional states

finally in the past thirty years there have been real advances in our understanding of the neural processes that underpin eye movement behaviour the oxford handbook of eye

movements provides the first comprehensive review of the entire field of eye movement research in over fifty chapters it reviews the developments that have so far taken

place the areas actively being researched and looks at how the field is likely to devlop in the coming years the first section considers historical and background material

before moving onto section 2 on the neural basis of eye movements the third and fourth sections looks at visual cognition and eye movements and eye movement pathology

and development the final sections consider eye movements and reading and language processing and eye movements bringing together cutting edge research from and

international team of leading psychologists neuroscientists and vision researchers this book is the definitive reference work in this field

Substance Use Disorders 2023-07-19

this landmark work by an innovative modern kabbalist develops a scientific model for kabbalistic cosmology and soul psychology derived from the kabbalistic diagram of the

tree of life and the author s own sabbath star diagram this universal model encodes the laws of all cosmic manifestation giving a mathematical basis to many aspects of this

mystical tradition and providing a new synthesis of science and spirituality that may well write a new chapter to the kabbalah
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Proceedings of 17th Symposium on Earthquake Engineering (Vol. 2) 2007

work is all around us and permeates everything we do and everyday activities not all work is justified not all work is properly designed or evaluated accurately or integrated a

systems model will make work more achievable through better management work is defined as a process of performing a defined task or activity such as research

development operations maintenance repair assembly production and so on very little is written on how to design evaluate justify and integrate work using a comprehensive

systems approach this book facilitates a better understanding of work for the purpose of making it more effective and rewarding

New SI Engine and Component Design and Engine Lubrication and Bearing Systems 1990

Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications 2008-06-23

The History of the Theory of Structures 2013

Micromechanics of Composite Materials 1993

Metals Abstracts 2012-07-24

Mathematical and Numerical Modeling in Porous Media 2012

Dissertation 2004-04-16
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Comprehensive Handbook of Psychological Assessment, Volume 1 2015-08-06

Nutritional Care of the Patient with Gastrointestinal Disease 2021-05-26

Biomedical Image Processing and Classification 2004-12-11

Chromatographic-Mass Spectrometric Food Analysis for Trace Determination of Pesticide Residues 2005

National Vital Statistics Reports 1988

Biomedical Index to PHS-supported Research 1967

Research and Technology Program Digest Flash Index 2007

SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing 2011-08-18

Nielsen’s Food Analysis 2004-09-29

The Oxford Handbook of Eye Movements 2017-07-12
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